Abstract-We propose a formal design framework for cooperative multi-robot systems through combining a top-down mission planning with a bottom-up motion planning. In this work, it is assumed that a global mission is given as regular languages, and that basic motion controllers for robots and an environment description are given. Then, our method can automatically synthesize coordination strategies and control policies for the robot team to accomplish the given mission. A mission planning layer is sitting on the top of our framework, where an assume-guarantee reasoning and learning based approach is applied to decompose the global mission into local tasks according to the capabilities of each robot. With respect to these local tasks, the motion planning for each robot is then solved by composing basic motion primitives that are verified safe by differential dynamic logic (dL). The motion primitive composition is through a Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solver that searches feasible solutions in face of constraints due to local task requirements and the environment description. Our method can handle changing environments as the motion primitives are reactive in nature which makes the motion planning adaptive to local environmental changes. Furthermore, on-line mission replanning can be triggered by lower motion planning layers once no feasible solutions can be found through the SMT solver. The design framework is illustrated through an automated warehouse example.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen increasing developments in cooperative multi-robot systems (MRS) where a large number of potentially heterogeneous robots work together to accomplish missions that are beyond individual robots' capabilities. The design methods for MRS can be roughly divided into two groups: bottom-up and top-down approaches [1] . In the bottom-up design, local interactions and control policies are pre-defined with inspirations from natural or social behaviors [2] , [3] , and non-trivial global behaviors emerge from these local controllers and their interactions. In contrary, the topdown design relies on a "divide-and-conquer" coordination and control scheme, and decomposes a global mission into local task specifications or distributes a global cost function into local utility functions for each robot based on their individual sensing and actuating capabilities. The bottom-up approaches scales well but generally lacks formal performance guarantees, except for certain properties like consensus [4] , rendezvous [5] or related formation control [6] . Top-down design, on the other hand, can provide performance guarantees, but lacks flexibility and scalability in local control policy design. For example, in symbolic motion planning the space is normally partitioned into many labeled regions and no moving objects other than the robots are assumed [7] . Therefore, it only works in static environments. Additionally, the planning complexity quickly becomes prohibitively high with the number of partitioned regions and robots.
This motivates us to combine top-down and bottom-up design methods to leverage both advantages so to develop a scalable, adaptive and automatic design method with performance guarantees. Fig. 1 illustrates our basic idea. Given the global mission and a team of robot, we adopt the top-down learning based task decomposition framework [8] which decomposes the global mission into the local missions based on each robot's capabilities. Compositional verification guarantees that the satisfaction of the local tasks will result in the satisfaction of the global mission. Then we extend our recent results of bottom-up compositional design approach called CoSMoP (Composition of Safe Motion Primitives) [9] from single robots to multi-robot scenarios for motion planning. CoSMoP designs offline a set of motion controllers that are verified safe by differential dynamic logic (dL) [10] to provide necessary maneuvers for each robot. Then with the learned mission plan and the scenario map, CoSMoP synthesizes the corresponding motion plan through composing simple motion primitives using the SMT solver, and to achieve its performance guarantee through modular incremental verifications. If the motion plan is found to be infeasible, feedbacks will be provided to adjust each robot's mission plan by adding necessary coordinations.
Our main contribution is that we propose an unified, iterative and distributed framework to design the multi-robot tasking and coordination given a global specification and a team of robots. First we use a learning-based cooperative task decomposition scheme such that each agent is assigned a local mission. An assume-guarantee paradigm compositional verifier is applied to guarantee that the collective behaviors of the agents indeed satisfy the global specifications, while mitigating the state explosion issues by avoiding the computation of the composed system. Second, through the reactive local controllers that are verified by dL, the fine partitioning of the environment is avoided and the robots can work in dynamic environments with moving obstacles. Finally, online local mission replanning is possible if needed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces our motivating example, necessary notations and formulates the problem. Section III solves the topdown problem and Section IV solves the bottom-up design problem. Section V concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. A Motivating Example of Multi-robot Coordination
As a motivating example, let's consider a cooperative MRS with N robots in an automated warehouse as shown in Fig.  2 . The global mission is to deploy the robots to move newly arrived goods to respective designated workspaces.
Denote N A = {1, ..., N }. For simplicity, in this paper we assume N = 2 and all the robots R i , i ∈ N A have the identical communication, localization and actuation capabilities. Our design framework can be extended to involve N > 2 robots with different capabilities and other scenarios like search and rescue as well.
This robot team may share its workspace with humans and deal with unexpected obstacles such as a box that falls down from a shelf. Some goods must be moved first before other goods can be picked up, some goods maybe quite heavy and require two robots to move, therefore coordination between robots is required for the safety as well as the accomplishment of the global task.
B. Formal Language Models and Mission Planning Problem
Motivated by the fact that the accomplishment of missions among multi-agent systems shows strong event-driven features, we first define the mission planning problem within the discrete-event system (DES) formalism [11] . For the clarity of presentation, we assume that the mission transition diagram of each robot R i is given by a prefix-closed [11] regular language K 
Event
Explanation
Robot R i returns to its original position.
The event alphabet Σ i M I as shown in Table I encodes the service and mission capabilities. To characterize which robot actively initializes the communication for coordination, for each robot R i we associate a pair of request and response communication events, respectively:
In the warehouse example, O j Away is a communication event where ?O j Away denotes a request event that some robot wants the O j to be moved away. !O j Away denotes a response event that some robot moves O j away and notifies the robot who made the request.
The "global" mission set is given as Σ M I ⊆ i∈N A Σ i M I , and the team task K M I ⊆ Σ * M I is given in the form of a prefix-closed regular language and its corresponding deterministic finite automaton [11] representation is as shown in Fig. 3 . All the horizontal events of the same column and all the vertical events of the same row are identical. The design objective of mission planning is to decompose the global mission into local tasks for each agent, such that
, where || stands for the synchronous product of regular languages [11] and P Σ i M I ,Σ M I stands for the natural projection [11] from i∈N A Σ i M I to Σ M I . That is, the collective team behavior should not exceed the global mission.
In summary, the top-down design objective is to solve the following distributed cooperative tasking problem. 
C. Motion planning
Given the local mission plan K i M I for each robot R i , the underlying motion planning problem is to implement the task with safety guarantees. To formulate the problem, we first define the scene description which provides the basic information of the environment that the robots are working in.
Definition 1 (Scene Description). Scene description is a tuple M = O, A, B, W :
where N O = {1, ..., |O|}, in parallel to the axis specified by two points o i = (x i , y i ), (x f , y f ) describing a pair of diagonal vertexes; • Agents A: a set of robots R i = l, q r,0 , i ∈ N A that are abstracted as a square defined by length l and its initial state q r,0 .
• Objects B: a set of movable objects b j = l, q b,0 , j ∈ N B , where N B = {1, ..., |B|}, that is abstracted as an square defined by length b i .l and its initial state q b,0 .
• Workspace W = (x, y), l : the description of the workspace dimension that is assumed to be a square with center at position x, y and length l.
The scene description is an abstraction of the known environment features for motion planning. Integer k denotes the time instant that the kth action has been taken. We further
, j ∈ N B as robot and object state respectively. Since we consider a 2D workspace, each robot state q i r,k = x, y, α represents the robot pose, where x, y ∈ Z represent the position in mm and α ∈ Q is angle in degrees. Moreover, the objects states q j b,k = x, y, p, a represents its 2D position x, y : x, y ∈ Z, and p and a are Boolean propositions that p holds true when the robot is carrying this object, and a holds true when another robot is taking this object away from its initial position. Next, we define a scene description for the particular scenario as shown in Fig Note that the origin (0, 0) is at the center of the work space. The obstacles refer to two walls that separate the workspaces shown as gray squares. The initial states in this scene show that neither of the two objects is picked up initially.
Problem 2 Given a team of robots R i and mission plans K i M I , i ∈ N A , and the scene description M, find the motion plan ∆ i that is satisfiable for each robot R i . This motion plan is a set of trace {δ i,k |k ∈ N K i }, where
Note that we are restricted to take at most K i actions in each task and robot. The motion controller u i,k refers to actions that a robot can execute, such as moving to some place, picking up objects and so on. To designate motion controllers refers to select a designed underlying low level control law from which the generated trajectories are guaranteed to be safe considering both the environment geometrics and kinematics.
III. TOP-DOWN DESIGN AND TASK DECOMPOSITION
This section concerns with Problem 1 and derives a systematical approach to decompose the global task into feasible local tasks. In our previous work [8] , a counterexampleguided and learning-based assume-guarantee synthesis framework was proposed. We adopt this framework in the top-down layer in Fig. 1 • Task decomposition Obtain a prefix-closed and feasible local mission K i M I for robot R i from the global mission K M I .
• Compositional verification We determine whether or not the collective behaviors of each agent can satisfy the global mission by deploying a compositional verification [8] procedure with each behavior module being a component DFA that recognizes K i M I . In particular, to mitigate the computational complexity, we adopt an assume-guarantee paradigm for the compositional verification and modify L * algorithm [12] to automatically learn appropriate assumptions for each agent.
• Counterexample-guided synthesis If the local missions fail to satisfy the global specification jointly, the compositional verification returns a counterexample indicating that all the K i M I , i ∈ N A share a same illegal trace that violates the global mission. We present such counterexample to re-synthesize the local missions. We illustrate the task decomposition using the automated warehouse example in Section II. In the framework shown start
R1pO1
R1dO1aW1 r1 Given a series of feasible local missions K i M I for i = 1, 2, the next question is whether or not the fulfillment of all local missions can imply the satisfaction of the global one. This question is addressed by deploying a compositional verification procedure [8] . Specifically, by setting K i M I as the i-th behavior module, the compositional verification justifies whether or not M 1 ||M 2 |= K M I using an assume-guarantee scheme. In the assume-guarantee paradigm for compositional verification, a formula to be checked is a triple A M P , where M is a module component, P is a property and A is an assumption about M 's environment, which can also be represented by a DFA. The formula is true if whenever M is part of a system satisfying A, then the system must also guarantee the property P , i.e., ∀E, E||M |= A implies that E||M |= P . For the warehouse example, we check the achievement of K M I by following an asymmetric proof rule.
Here A denotes an assumption about the environment (including mission plan K 2 M I performed by robot R 2 ) in which robot R 1 is placed. To automatically generate appropriate assumptions, we consider the L * learning algorithm proposed in [12] . L * creates a series of observation tables to incrementally record and maintain the information whether traces in Σ * belong to U . An observation table is a threetuple (S, E, T ) consisting of: a non-empty finite set S of prefix-closed traces, a non-empty finite set E of suffix-closed traces and a Boolean function, called a membership query, T : (S ∪ SΣ)E → {0, 1}. Once the observation table is closed and consistent [12] , a candidate DFA M (S, E, T ) = (Q, q 0 , δ, Q m ) over the alphabet Σ is constructed. If L(M ) = U , where L(M )is the generated language of M [11] , then the oracle returns "True" with the current DFA M ; otherwise, a counterexample c ∈ (U −L(M ))∪(L(M )−U ) is generated by the oracle. L * then adds all its prefixes c to S, which reflects the difference in next conjecture by splitting states in M , and L * iterates the aforementioned process to update M with respect to S. For the purpose of compositional verification, we modify L * by using the following family start R2pO2 R2dO1aW2 r2 of dynamical membership queries.
where DFA(t) is a deterministic finite automaton that generates t and accepts t. In the warehouse example, an appropriate assumption A for robot R 1 is depicted in Fig. 6 . Next, we check whether or not K 2 M I |= A, which turns out to be true in the warehouse example. Thus one can conclude that the joint behavior of the two robots can cooperatively accomplish the global mission. 
; while the assume-guarantee paradigm avoids "state explosion" in the compositional verification. In case K M I is not separable, the compositional verification fails and returns a counterexample t ∈ Σ * M I indicating a violation of the global mission. We present such counterexample to re-synthesize the local missions by resetting K
It has been shown in [14] that, under the assumption that the independence relation induced by the distribution is transitive, K M I can always possess a non-empty separable sublanguage.
IV. BOTTOM-UP DESIGN AND MOTION PLANNING
This section solves the Problem 2 and illustrates through the warehouse example. This section is based on extensions of our previous work [9] to multi-robot coordinations. In [9] , a bottom-up approach called CoSMoP (Composition of Safe Motion Primitives) was proposed. It features a two layer hierarchical motion planning as shown in Fig. 7 for each robot. The global layer synthesizes online a roadmap for the local layer considering only geometric constraints from a given scene description M. If this layer finds a satisfiable plan, the motion supervisor in the local layer implements the planned sequence of reactive motion controllers satisfying all kinematic and geometric constraints.
CoSMoP solves Problem 2 in three stages. First, it designs offline a set of reactive motion controllers U * i for each robot R i to provide necessary maneuvers to complete the given task. We omit the index i from now on because the the motion controllers are identical for all robots in this paper. Second, for each motion controller u ∈ U * , we specify offline the corresponding safe motion primitives Π = u, φ Π as the abstraction of the reactive motion controllers to the global layer, where φ Π is a specification to be satisfied in counter linear temporal logic over constraint system CLTLB(D) language [15] . The CLTLB(D) is an extension of linear temporal logic (LTL) for bounded satisfiability checking (BSC) [16] that the models consist of temporal logic rather than transition systems; thus, the problem encoding can be more compact and elegant. Finally, it composes online a sequence of the abstracted safe motion primitives to ensure a task specification for K i M I . It is solved automatically and distributively for each robot. The following subsections will formally describe each of these steps with Example 1. 
A. Design Reactive Motion Controllers
In the warehouse scenario, each robot R i requires seven reactive motion controllers, U * i = {u 1 , ..., u 7 }, where u 1 = go to, u 2 = pick up, u 3 = leave, u 4 = request to take the object 1 away, u 5 = request to take the object 2 away, u 6 = respond that the object 1 is taking away, u 7 = respond that the object 2 is taking away.
1) Go To: The controller u 1 ensures that given a goal position inside the workspace, it must find a trajectory that reaches the goal position and enforces the passive safety property [17] which requires that the robot does not actively collide, i.e. the collision occurs only when the robot is stopped and the obstacle runs into it. The obstacles can be other robots or other uncontrolled agents that is moving in the environment such as human workers. Therefore the trajectory is to be synthesized locally based on the robot sensors readings. Furthermore, this property is a tightly coupled safety property, i.e. a property that depends on the environment or agents kinematics. Hence, to guarantee safety, this controller must be modeled and verified. Here, we formulate the safety specification for controller
saf e , where C j is initial conditions for the state variables and symbolic parameters, α j is the hybrid program that models the controller u j , and φ j saf e is the safety property in dL formula. This formula means that assuming C j is true initially, then φ j saf e holds true after any execution of the hybrid program α j . In this paper we implement an extended Dynamic Window Approach [18] (DWA) algorithm for the reactive motion controller for GoT o to avoid not only static obstacles, but the ones that can be moving at a velocity up to V . At every cycle time, based on the robot's sensor readings of its current position and surrounding obstacles, the DWA uses circular trajectories determined uniquely by the robot translational v r and rotational ω r velocities. In summary, the algorithm is organized in two steps. (i) First it searches for a range of admissible (v r , ω r ) pair that results in safe trajectories that the robot can realize in a short time frame, which is called a dynamic window. (ii) Then, it chooses a (v r , ω r ) pair that maximizes the progress towards the goal.
In [19] , the extended DWA algorithm was modeled and verified in dL to satisfy a passive safety property for those moving obstacles. There, the passive safety property φ
was specified in dL formula, where v r is the robot translational and rotational velocities, p r and p o are the closest position of the robot and the nearest obstacle, b is the lower bounds for acceleration. The added feature in the extended DWA is that the robot will take a circular trajectory if the condition saf e ≡ p r − p o ∞ > To guarantee passive safety, the translational velocity is upper bounded as shown in the following corollary. Fig. 8 illustrates the trajectories generated by DWA when one robot passes in front of another robot. Circular trajectories are assigned towards the goal position while avoiding the collision with the bounded translational velocity. 2) Pick Up and Leave: We assume that the objects in the warehouse will be picked up and dropped off by robot's gripper with a fixed robot pose, as presented in [9] . These controllers do not require tightly coupled safety property, therefore, they do not need to be verified in dL.
3) Request and Response to Move Object Away: We assume that the robot is stopped temporarily during the communication events. For the request controllers u 4 and u 5 , the robot sends a request to have object j moved away and waits until it receives a response message. It then changes the object state q j b .a from f alse to true to continue the next planned action. To execute the response controllers u 6 and u 7 , the robot will send a message to indicate that the object j has been moved. These controllers do not require tightly coupled safety property either, so they are not verified in dL.
B. Safe Motion Primitives Specification
From the local layer, we need to abstract each designed controller u j ∈ U * i to the global layer as shown in the Fig. 7 . We call these abstractions safe motion primitives which allow the global layer to omit the kinematic constraints implemented in the controller while only consider geometric constraints. Denote P i = {Π 1 , ..., Π 7 } as a set of safe motion primitives such that Π j = u j , φ Π j . More specifically, φ Π j is a specification in CLTLB(D) that constrains the states q i k ∈ Q i to be generated in the robot R i 's global layer. It must ensure that for any plan ∆ i for the robot R i the following two conditions hold true,
• If u k requires a tightly coupled safety property, then φ • Any other non-tightly coupled safety property that depends on the environment or robot R i geometrics. Where, for the controller u ∈ U i designated by δ i,k at instant k, if it must ensure a tightly coupled safety property, we use the notation
k saf e and u k = u to refer to the verified dL formula. If those conditions hold true, any plan generated in the global layer will guarantee the safety properties. The following theorem states that the composition of those motion primitives will also guarantee the safety properties.
Theorem 2.
[9] If a plan ∆ i for the robot R i of designed motion controllers u k ∈ U i and goal states q
φ Π j , then it will also satisfy all safety properties
saf e . Then we describe the designed safe motion primitives and their specifications.
1) Go To: The controller u 1 requires a tightly coupled safety property, thus we need to ensure that φ 1 saf e is satisfiable for at least one trajectory between any planned q i,k−1 r and q i,k r robot states and the initial state satisfies C 1 . Note that φ 1 saf e is also an invariant property, as shown in Theorem 1, so C 1 = φ 1 saf e and we can use it to reason the existence of a safe trajectory. The global layer omits dynamic constraints, thus we can assume that the minimum robot velocity is zero (v r > 0), and the obstacles are static (V = 0). Therefore, from the Corollary 2.2 in [9] , the Go To specification φ Π in CLTLB(D) should guarantee that there exists a trajectory that the robot fits in between the initial and goal state using a linear arithmetic relation. That is, there is a trajectory free of obstacles if the initial q i r and goal q i r states should be to the left, right, below or above of all obstacles (i.e. r i,j 
2) Pick up and Leave: We assume that the robot can pick up the object with the posing at 0°. Hence, to pick an object up, the robot cannot be carrying any object (i.e. ¬q l b .p) and will carry the object j (i.e. p j,l
. Also, the robot initial and goal states will not change (i.e. r 
Accordingly, we leave the object at the same angle. Thus, to drop an object off, the robot should be carrying the object j (i.e. p 
However, we cannot leave the object over other objects. Therefore, the next object position should not have overlap with any other objects (i.e. b
Similarly, neither have overlap with an obstacle, (i.e. b
Finally, we allow to change the object position only if the robot leaves it.
3) Request and Response to Move Object Away: The abstraction of request controllers u 4 and u 5 require that the object state q For the response controllers u 6 and u 7 , their abstraction also requires that the robot is static (i.e. r 
C. Composition of safe motion primitives
The composition of safe motion primitives is implemented in the global layer as shown in the Fig. 7 . Specifically, we assume that the following are given,
• a local mission K Then we encode the sequential DFA mission plan with nested until operator U. For example, K 1 M I in Fig. 5a is encoded in CLTLB(D) as (R 1 pO 1 )U (R 1 dO 1 aW 1 )U(r 1 ) .
2) Encoding to SMT solver: The motion primitive specifications φ Since it is possible to encode the CLTLB(D) to SMT [15] , we can compose the motion primitives by encoding the local mission plan K
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new framework in multiagent system design by combining the formal top-down task decomposition and bottom up integrated task and motion planning (ITMP) approach CoSMoP in an iterative way.
Our unified framework can decompose the global mission into local missions based on which we synthesize the motion plan with pre-designed motion controllers that are proven to be safe (no active collision). Coordinations are added as necessary based on the feedbacks of CosMoP to guarantee the accomplishment of the global mission. The efficacy of the proposed method is shown in solving a warehouse example.
